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the new incarnation of mixvibes cross
(incorporating updates and tweaks) is still
a work in progress, so support is a little bit
behind that of its predecessor. a focus
stacking option has been added, but it is
probably best to wait for a reliable, steady
phase tracking. lovely sunny session i had
on the steps at our friend michaela's place
this morning. we documented the beautiful
setting, which was further complimented
by vintage dresses, shoes, hats, and
jewelry. i couldnt resist and asked
everyone to look up from their phones and
look around. can you catch the vibe? this is
absolutely what photography is all about.
the photographer has captured the very
essence of the image. the inspiration i get
from reading this blog is the same
inspiration i draw from living life to the
fullest and finding happiness in the here
and now. cheers! when we shoot, we
search for the biggest chunk of time that
will allow us to capture the very essence of
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the image. then we proceed to take the
picture as quickly as possible without
thinking about anything else. ive been told
that were crazy but i think thats how we
work best. in this post, i took a walk down
memory lane and show you some of my
favorite moments.. the camera upload tool
allows you to automatically save images
you take with the camera or a connected
mobile device. you can then download the
images on to your mobile, tablet or
computer as you go along, when youre out
and about, either for the odd photo or in
conjunction with your instax or lomography
camera and film. the photo edit timer
allows you to create a self-timer with a
photo. you can have 10, 20 or 60 seconds
between takes and then capture the
image. the image can be geotagged with
the date and time, and if youre using the
provided fujifilm image transfer software,
the dates and times are automatically
added to the exif data.
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i'm not able to let the camera determine an
iso of 6400 because it just shuts down!

with what is a fairly new camera, i wanted
to test this out. i could manually change

the iso to 3200, but at that point i'd have to
change the settings again. luckily, i have

the manual for my canon lens and it clearly
states that on a standard setting, you can

go to iso 3200 and beyond. with this
manual, i know i can go to 6400 and do just

that. the program has a white button on
the right that will let you switch the user to
one of the three suggested picture styles,
or you can select one of the user defined
picture styles. you can access settings by

pressing the ok button or menu button with
the lens cap off (making sure your camera
is on). then you can choose settings from

the mode dial. it's important to me that the
colors in my photos nearly match the color
of the product in hand. after unsuccessfully
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photographing an orange and baby blue
greeting card i made for mother's day, i

thought i needed to update my camera. i
went to a local electronics store thinking i
could just get an updated point-and-shoot-
style digital camera. when you load a raw

file into lightroom, it automatically makes a
copy in the library module with a name like

6.0. in the library module, you can see
thumbnails of the photos at the base of the

file browser window. as well as browsing
through your images, lightroom lets you
see the levels, histogram and effects of
your photos. the editing tools in adobe
photoshop come as standard with the

lightroom software. what you choose to do
depends on your needs. if you are

proficient in graphics editing programmes
such as adobe photoshop or photoshop

elements, its worth the time and effort to
learn to work with photoshop if you want to
get the most out of lightroom. but if youre
happy to work with a simpler, less feature-
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rich package, you have other options too.
wondershare filmora is a free download

that offers everything you need to create
professional-looking effects, whether you
like to do it in camera, in post-production
or both. if you like a different approach,
you could use the lightroom presets. you
can create a lightroom preset which does
everything from its most basic to the most

in-depth. 5ec8ef588b
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